1992, it revolutionized thinking about movements around the world. A veritable explosion of such instruments — concert hall organs and sparked a firm of C.B. Fisk and inaugurated in the distinguished Massachusetts the Meyerson Symphony Center. Built with polished tin pipes rising nearly the most dramatic visual features of Section E
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PALLETTE, $49, Sephora, Ulta, Decay Moondust Eyeshadow $175, esteelauder.com; Urban compact designed by Monica Wish Upon a Star refillable looks inspired by the night sky: Sparkle and shine with beauty

WEAR THE LOOK Here’s your chance to

DRESS YOUR WALLS Catch a falling star and put it in your pocket, or on your wall: here’s a selection of prints, starting at

CULTURE

Filming ‘American Pastoral’ no easy feat Plenty of making books have been turned into great mov...